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Abstract 

‘Black or White’ described of complains, blames, jealously, selfishness, and 

understanding about the family love from Elliot Anderson’s character. This 

research is aimed to know the character of Elliot Anderson as main character by 

analyzing the evidence from the dialogues and his actions in the film. To know 

about the character of Elliot Anderson, the writer used the descriptive qualitative 

method in this paper. The writer employs himself to collect the data by reading 

script, watching the film and marking them. The writer used the film of Black or 

White by Mike Binder released in 2014 by Toronto International Film Festival 

(TIFF). The writer focused on the dialogues of the film, and then followed by 

analyzing the character through conscientiousness and neuroticism of personality. 

In this analysis, the writer finds out that final result about the protagonist character 

of Elliot Anderson. Elliot Anderson is a recently widower and visible wealthy 

grandfather. The writer found Conscientiousness of Elliot Anderson characteristic 

is ambitious and neuroticism Elliot is irritable or anger, complaining person, 

blaming person, selfish, and jealous. It’s all happened when on one particularly bad 

day, in which he loses his wife, he wishes people would recognize how hard he is 

trying and how good his heart is and just leaving him alone in his big house with its 

big swimming pool and his Mexican maid to raise his young granddaughter Eloise.   

Keyword: Black or White Film, Elliot Anderson, Protagonist Character 

INTRODUCTION 

According to Wellek and Waeren (1976: 94), Literature is a product of author’s 

imagination. Learning literature can help us understand better life especially 

environment, culture, and value because literature represents the life, which may occur 

in social reality. There are many literature products that people can enjoy such as songs, 

novels, poems, and films. Stamp & Raengo (2004: 81) categorized film as a literary 

work because film is a creativity of a work of art. A film is also called a movie or 

motion picture. Moreover, Trianto (2013: 13) defines film as a result of a creative, 

process of the film maker that combines various elements such as ideas, values ideas, 

value systems, and ways of life, norms, human behaviors, and technology.  

There are many things that people can analyze from a film by using theory such as 

feminist, post-colonial, and semiotic, but the researcher chooses deconstruction theory. 

The researcher chooses deconstruction theory because it implicitly helps audiences 
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know the meaning of the literary work.  

There are many kinds of film genre. By the end of the silent era, many of the main 

genres were established: the melodrama, the western, the horror film, comedies, and 

action-adventure films. From all genres of film, the researcher tempted to analyze drama 

film especially tragedy drama entitled “Black or White by Mike Binder”. 

In this thesis, the researcher is interested in discussing the main character of this film. 

The researcher chose film “Black or White” because this is one of the most popular 

drama film. The theme of film is race custody story that produced by Kevin Costner. It 

is very interesting and also there are many unusual words that relates with each 

character.  

Kevin Costner is the producer of this film also plays as the main character. However, he 

does not take side to the white race of the custody battle between black or white race. In 

this film, the protagonist character is different because he does not only act as the 

protagonist but also acts in a bad dialogue seemed an antagonist. Elliott Anderson has 

some bad experiences and it becomes a behavior since he was left by his wife because 

of an accident.  

It is interesting to know how Elliott is in that film and his character development that 

viewed from the film. Therefore, the researcher took the film to be analyzed. This film 

described of complains, blames, jealously, selfishness, and understanding about the 

family love. 

Based on the explanation above, the researcher is interested in choose film “Black or 

White” by Mike Binder as the object of the study. The most interesting aspect of this 

film is to get the custody by Elliott Anderson to fight for the right of race society from 

the dangerously Reggie black father and devotion for human understanding set against a 

background of custody which continues today. 

That is why the researcher is interested in analyzing the film by using the theory of 

deconstruction and takes the title for his study: “Analyzing The Protagonist Character 

Of Elliott Anderson As Seen In The Film “Black Or White” By Mike Binder”. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The researcher took descriptive qualitative method. According to Singh and Bajpai 

(2008: 203) descriptive method describes and interprets what is. It is concerned with 

conditions or relationships that exist, opinions that are held, processes that are going on, 

effects that are evident, or trend that are developing. According to Moleong in Safitri 

and Marlinton (2018: 51), Descriptive qualitative method contains sentences or 

description of the objects and does not display the detail arithmetic calculation and 

statistic. According to Manuel and Medici in Ariola (2006: 45), Descriptive method is 

fact-finding with adequate interpretation. It is something more and beyond just data-

gathering. 
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This research used the descriptive qualitative research because this research used non 

numeral data that has purpose to describe and analyze the types and meaning of 

characterizations in film Black or White. Specific design this research is content 

analysis. According to Ariola (2006: 68) content analysis focuses on analyzing and 

evaluating in narrative form the content of documents, periodicals, reports, letters, 

biographies, journal, book, and other instructional material. The purpose is explaining 

the status a phenomenon at particular time, to give additional knowledge and 

information, and explain very clearly. 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

1. Research Findings 

This part presented the result of data analysis of characters deconstruction in “Black or 

White” film based on Deconstruction Theory. In order to deconstruct the main 

character, the researcher was firstly to find out the opposition and the privilege of the 

character, and then overturn it to get the new concept of meaning that often ignored in a 

text. 

Black or White is the story of a grandfather (Kevin Costner) who is suddenly left to care 

for his beloved granddaughter. When her paternal grandmother (Octavia Spencer) seeks 

custody with the help of her brother (Anthony Mackie), the little girl is torn between 

two families who love her deeply. With the best intentions at heart, both families fight 

for what they feel is right and are soon forced to confront their true feelings about race, 

forgiveness, and understanding. 

Based on the theory of Derrida, the researcher found the deconstruction of the main 

character that was formulated as follows: 

a. Elliot is a care grandfather 

As a grandfather, he does really care about Eloise’s feature. Elliott asks about a place or 

home where Eloise wants probably live. Elliott asks his granddaughter to choose where 

she wants to live with. However, Eloise does not really care about, because she feels 

already comfortable to live with her grandfather in Elliott’s home. 

In another scene, Elliott tries to make sure that his granddaughter is alright. Elliott talks 

about Eloise’ condition after having a therapy. Elliott worries about his granddaughter, 

he worries about what is in Eloise’s mind. Elliot knows well that his granddaughter 

misses his father so much. 

Elliott also shows that he cares about his granddaughter to her black father, Reggie. 

Elliott tells Reggie that his daughter really wants to meet him. Elliot suggests Reggie to 

cheer his daughter up and ask him to visit Eloise at night. Because Eloise has a lot of 

pain, she still feels sad of her grandmother’s passing. 

Elliott wants to make his granddaughter happy by asking Reggie to come and meet 

Eloise in his house. Elliott even gives a check which should be used by Reggie to finish 
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his problem. Unfortunately, Reggie does not come or meet Eloise. Actually, Elliott has 

a positive intention to help Reggie. 

b. Elliot is an assertive man 

There is a scene where Elliot got angry at Rick for the second times. Elliot was angry 

with Rick’s advices. Some of Rick’s advices are not agreed by Elliott. Elliott told Rick 

that he will not give the custody to Rowena. Elliott is totally strong with his decision 

that he will always save and care about his granddaughter. No matter what the races are. 

c. Elliot is temperament 

There is a scene showed Elliot refuses Rick’s advice, he thinks that he does not need to 

call Grandma Wee Wee (Rowena) to inform about his wife’s dead. He is absolutely 

strong with his thought. They do not have any relationship. Elliott speaks to Rick with 

alcohol on his hand. He is little bit angry with Rick’s advice that suggest him to call 

Rowena. 

In other scene between Elliott and his granddaughter is not good. On that scene, Elliott 

is really mad with his granddaughter. Eloise was watching cartoon too many times. In 

other side, she needs to study and does her homework. So, Eloise was being sad at that 

time. 

There is also a scene where Rowena and Elliot have an argument about the custody of 

Eloise. Rowena and Elliott is having a deal about the custody, both have a strong reason 

why they want to have a custody of Eloise. Rowena says that Eloise still needs a love 

from her Black Grandma because Eloise has no complete family if she lives with her 

grandfather. Another side, Elliott says that this is not about the black people or race, he 

prefers to think about Eloise growth. So, Elliott will get ready about Rowena’s 

statement or dealing about a custody battle later. In this conversation, Elliott defenced 

his arguments to survive his lovely granddaughter. 

d. Elliot is not racist 

Elliott is a neutral and sensitive man. He does not argue about black or white skin 

colour. He only cares and focuses on Eloise’s life. He will defence his arguments in the 

custody battle. He will not let the young drunk father take Eloise from him not because 

of his race. Elliot and his friends are preparing the arguments for winning the custody 

battle. 

In the trial of custody the most emotional speeches showed by Elliot Anderson. He tells 

all the reasons and answers the questions from Jeremiah about dislike black people. But 

the truth is Elliot does not compare both races, according him the two races are not 

having a trouble. Elliot did not judge the black people, he just does not like the bad past 

of Reggie and his bad behavior. Reggie broke Elliot’s feeling since he broke his life, 

such as Elliot’s daughter and Eloise. Elliott acts wiser and older in these speeches. 

e. Elliott is a wise man 
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The battle of custody in this part is the first custody battle that runs well for Elliott’s 

side, he can control his emotional speech, not to be angry like Rowena did. The lawyer 

of Elliott tell The Judge about how and why the custody should be battled and he 

against the Rowena’s lawyer very well. Rowena was in anger because she does not 

agree with Rick’s statement which tell about his bad son “Reggie” the black father of 

Eloise. 

f. Elliot is a forgiving man 

After all the custody battle finished, the two families are in one purpose to care about 

Eloise. Elliott won the custody battle and both families live together happily, even with 

Reggie “the black father”. Reggie had realized that he was in bad everyday life. The two 

sides custody battle agree to forgive each other. In the following, Elliott still tries to 

have a clean lifestyle. He decided to go away from Eloise for a couple week to get the 

better habit. So, this last part gives many good message for our life. No need to compare 

between black or white races. 

2. Discussion 

In this case, the common in which the researcher took was: The main character was 

considered more important than the minor or mayor characters. The minor character 

was generally flat, stereotypical and not of central importance to the plot. The 

researcher found that the minor or mayor characters also had important role as a main 

character in the movie, and also found a different character from Elliott Anderson as 

main character in the movie. Elliott Anderson is a grandfather but had a character as a 

grandmother. 

Derrida (1981:42) in his book Position stated that there were two steps in deconstructing 

the text. First was locating an opposition and determine which side is privileged. The 

first step of deconstruction analysis was locating the opposition. It is obvious there was 

an opposition in the film. The researcher took Elliot Anderson as main character while 

Eloise, Rowena, Rick, Reggie, Jeremiah, and Duvan were minor and mayor characters. 

Elliott Anderson was the grandfather of Eloise, the granddaughter of her daughter. From 

the story, Elliott was very silly in losing his lovely wife, Carol. Since the accident of car 

crush, Eloise is getting used to care by Elliott Anderson, her granddaughter. 

Grandmother argued that Elliot could not give his only love, affection, cares to his 

granddaughter Eloise. She needs more love, family, growth, knowledge, etc. The more 

Elliott cared about Eloise, the more Rowena refused that Elliott was not good enough 

for Eloise growth. Elliott keep his granddaughter for many reason, the father of Eloise is 

an alcohol addict, his family did not inform Elliott when his daughter was pregnant 

because of him. Reggie hided his bad past which really hurt Elliot’s heart. So, the main 

character “Elliott Anderson” keep his right to keep his granddaughter in a custody battle 

with the black family which is still his siblings also.  

After locating the opposition, the second step was to determine a privilege. From the 
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characters described, the researcher had to find out which characters were privileges. In 

findings ‘a’ showed that the main character has an important role to explain the plot in 

this film. Those dialogue described that the main character “Elliott” has a good 

character which is really care about his grandaughter “Eloise”. Elliott shows his care 

such as Eloise’feauture, her next living, an Elliot’s health, a progress of Eloise study, 

and the happiness of her. 

In findings ‘b’ showed that Elliott is an assertive man. It revealed from Elliot’s actions. 

He is absolutely strong with his decisions. It is showed when Elliott ask Eloise to do the 

homework and when Elliott is vey sure about his opinion than Rick’s opinion. Elliott is 

also showing his assertive actions to his grandaughter, Eloise. He is also very angry 

because Eloise did not do her homework and watched cartoon too much. 

In finding ‘c’, Elliott got angry with Rick for some reasons. Elliot was angry with 

Rick’s advices. Some of Rick’s advices are not agreed by Elliott. Elliott told Rick that 

he will not give the custody to Rowena. Elliott is totally strong with his decision that he 

will always save and care about his granddaughter “Eloise”. Elliott begins to face the 

custody battle with Rowena. On these dialogues, Elliot defensed his own speech that he 

will keep his granddaughter. Rowena is also sure about his speech that she will have a 

custody battle for their granddaughter, Eloise. From this case, the story of the film starts 

the conflict between black and white races. Both are very seriuous with thier strong 

arguments to win the custody. 

In finding ‘d’ described that the main character dislike to compare the black and white 

people. Elliott argues that all races are good. It depends on their habit, if their past were 

bad, he thinks that someone’s everyday life is not even good. Elliot answered 

Jeremiah’s question about dislike the black people: The action and interaction he’s 

having with the person that he is interacting with. It means that all races are the same 

thing. No matter the skin color is, they are all the same. Elliot does not compare both 

races, according him the two races are not having a trouble. Elliot did not judge the 

black people, he just does not like the bad past of Reggie and his bad behavior.  

In findings ‘e’ described about the debate of custody battle. From the Elliot’s side, Rick 

Reynolds as the lawyer of Elliott told the judge about how Elliot get a custody battle 

and how Reggie has a bad habit in his past. Rowena argues that the problem is not from 

Eloise’s father or his bad past. Reggie just need a clear life to control his drunk habit. In 

other way, Eloise does need her father for some love, cares, growth, etc. Besides that, 

Elliott did not tell the judge that Reggie was coming to his home and attacking him at 

night.   

In findings ‘f’ described that Elliott accepts Reggie’s bad past. Elliot forgives all his 

mistakes. Reggie believe in Elliott to give the custody and loving his daughter, Eloise. 

In the next day, both races live happily with clean life, no drunks or alcohol. For a 

couple weeks, Eloise will be cared by his grandmother and her black family. So, the 

final of the custody is forgiving and believe in each other. In the end, Eloise will have a 
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very happy life and full of loves between two families “black and white”. 

In conclusion, the main character was having an important role in the film, another 

minor characters support the story of the film, they would not be the main character and 

if the minor character was missing, the story would not be complete. Deconstruction 

analysis found out the neglected term and the marginalized term that ignored by the 

audience, then bring it to the surface so the audience not only focus on the central 

meaning of a text like the main character in the film.  

So every part of the text was important and deconstruction erased all the opposition 

such , main- minor character border and came up with the new concept that the 

characters consisted of main and minor character supports the main character in 

building the story, and then deconstruction found a different meaning from the text.  

The novelty of this research among the others were the researcher analysis a different 

character from Elliott Anderson, Elliott was a sad grandfather and independent man. He 

brave against the custody with the black people. Not only that, Elliott became a father 

but also a mother for his granddaughter “Eloise” when he was in a serious trouble in his 

life. Elliott is a widowed grandfather, he has some negative habits such as drinking 

alcohol, selfish, emotional. But, he also has some good characters such as independent 

men, confidence, good responsibility, brave, and respect other races. 

He shows us that between black and white races should not have a fight in their daily 

life, more over they live in one family relationship. It is not easy to respect each other, 

but in this film the main character “Elliott” teach us how to respect and appreciate other 

people even the others are hating him. 

CONCLUSSION 

After analyzing the data, the researcher concluded the result of the research that 

Deconstruction analysis in film “Black or White” created the main character. The main 

character in this movie was Elliott Anderson. He had a different character from other 

parents, Elliott was a sad and independent man. He battled a custody of his 

granddaughter with his black family. Elliott became a strong grandfather when he was 

in a bad life because losing his wife caused accident. Elliot proved that something 

should be done by a sincere intention to be able to love Eloise. Elliott was also different 

from another father and grandfather. Elliott had broken down the stigma of a white 

people who had some bad opinion from black people. Elliott assumed that he was 

different, Elliott was portrayed as a brave, gentle and never give up to get the custody of 

Eloise.  

Besides that, the researcher concluded that the minor characters in this movie such us 

Rowena, Reggie, Jeremiah, and Rick had been important role in the movie because they 

formed a Elliott’s character be a brave and independent man. We can not ignore the 

characters although these characters did not always appear in the story. No matter how 

small the role of character in the story, they still an important took part in building the 
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story. If one of the characters removed, it will give new possibilities that would change 

the flow of the story. 
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